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* Comparisons turn friends into enemies.
-Philemon: Fragment c. 310 B.C.

+ Though we philosophers love both the truth and our friends, rev-
erence is due to the truth first.

-Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, Bk I

One day I meet an eccentric billionaire who, on a whimn butwith utmost seriousness, offers me a million dollars to end myfriendship with a close friend, Eve. What should I do?
Two subsidiary questions arise. First, would a friend, in virtueof being a friend, necessarily respond to the offer in a certainway? Perhaps being a friend requires one to react to such trade-offs by refusing to make the exchange, for example. Second, axethe friendship and the money comparable? Is there a 'positive'value relation, such as 'better than' or 'as good as', that holds
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between them, or does every such relationi fail to hold and the ermient spent enough trying to save its sailors trapped in a sunken
goods thereby incomparable? Perhaps any attempt to compare submarine? How should the Ford Motor Company evaluate cam-
the friendship and money is doomed to failure, and thus my ac- peting designs for the Pinto if one design saves $100 million but
cepting or rejecting the billionaire's offer cannot be justified in involves a significantly higher probability of lost lives? Is the
terms of the relative merits of the friendship and money. Many wealth generated from strip mining the side of a mountain corn-
have thought-rightly in my view-that there can be no justified parable with the pristine beauty of that mountain? If free speech
choice between incomparable alternatives. Choice between them is constitutively incomparable with money, are objections to cam-
must instead be a matter of 'feelings,' 'the will,' or the like-at paign finance laws based on appeals to the First Amendment
any rate, beyond the reach of practical reason.1  misguided?

It is natural to think that the second question, concerning in- -In this article, I examine the two lines of argument for consti-
comparability, is more fundamental than the first, concerning ac- tutive incomparability, one proposed by Joseph Rsz (Raz 1986) and
tions and attitudes. For suppose a friendship and a sum of -money the other by Elizabeth Anderson (Aniderson 1997, 1993).' 1 shall
are comparable. It would then be very odd to maintain that in argue that both fail; Raz's implausibly requires that a belief in in-
order to be a friend one would have to act as if they were not or comparability is constitutive of certain goods, and Anderson's
to have attitudes that conflict with the fact that they are. Why relies on a common but erroneous understanding of what the corn-
build into what it is to be a friend that one act and feel in ways parability of goods entails. Followingz both Raz and Anderson, I
that might conflict with the tmuth? It seems that the answer to focus my arguments on the case of trading friendship and money,
the second question constrains the answer to the fiust, but the discussion can be generalized to any other supposed case

Recently, however, some proponents of incomparability have sug- of constitutive incomparability. While my primary aim is the mod-
gested that it is the first question that is the more fundamental. est one of showing how existing arguments for constitutive incom-
These incomparabilists claim that an answer to the question of parability fail, I end the paper with a positive suggestion for how
what actions and attitudes are necessary to be a friend deter- putative cases of constitutive incomparability should be under-
mines an answer to the question of the comparability of friend- stood. Oonstitutive incomparabilists have, I believe, mistaken what
ship with goods such as money. Whether friendship and money I sh~all call 'emphatic comparability' for constitutive incomparabil-
can be compared is determined by the actions or attitudes re- ity. With an account of emphatic comparability in place, the temp-
quired to be a friend. Without the required responses to tradeoffs tation to think that there is constitutive incomparability can be
between friendship and money, the good at stake is not friendship more readily resisted.
but some other kind of relationship; the required actions and at-
titudes are 'constitutive' of the friendship good. This approach to 1. We start with a. couple of background notes. First, what I
incomparability involves a two-step inference: first, certain ac- have called constitutive 'incomparability' is defended by its pro-
tions or attitudes are constitutive of a good, and second, those ponents under the label 'incommensurability.' But these thinkers
constitutive responses determine the incomparability of that good take 'incomme nsurability' to be a synonym of 'incomparability,'
with other goods. The novelty of the view is in where it locates and so I will take the liberty of recasting their arguments in what
the source of incomparability; instead of appealing to relational I think is clearer terminology. "Incomparability," in turn, should
facts about goods with respect to certain relevant features, 'con- be understood in an intuitive way: two goods are incomparable if
stitutive incomparabilists' see incomparability as a constitutive there is no positive value relation, like "better than" or "equally
feature of goods themselves, good," that holds between them.3 Many philosophers add a sub-

Whether there is any constitutive incomparability is of impor- stantive assumption to the ordinary understanding: they say that
tance in matters not only of individual choice but also of broader the possible positive value relations that could hold between two
social interest. It might be thought that not only is friendship items are given by the trichotomy of relations 'better than,' 'worse
constitutively incomparable with money, but so too are human than,' and 'equally good.' If one good is neither better than nor
life, individual well-being, environmental integrity, political free- worse than another and if they are not equally valuable, it fol-
doms, and so on. If this is so, it is unclear how tradeoffs between lows that no value relation holds between them-they are incom-
such goods should, if at all, proceed. When has the Russian~ gov- parable. For the purposes of this paper, we can take this widely
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held substantive assumption to be correct although I have argued ing a chum, most people would refuse and would be indignant at
cli. 5).the suggestion that they would be willing.

elsewhere that it is not (Ohang, forthcoming, ch ) noprbeAccording to Raz, this refusal and indignation is constitutive of
Second, the claim that friendship and money are inoprbefriendship; anyone who does not have these responses is incapable

is a claim about the intrinsic value of these goods. But claims of being of a friend, and what she has with others is not a friend-
about the intrinsic value of money need to be carefully under- ship but some other kind of relationship. Which responses are
stood, for money has little or no intrinsic value, and so, strictly constitutive of friendship is, according to Raz, determined by "so-
speaking, claims about the intrinsic value of money-the value of ca om"ruhy oilcnetosicuig"hrdbles
the paper on which money is printed, the ink used, and so on- ilfrn" ouhyscalovetnsnldngsaedbif,
are of no particular interest .4 Rather, what philosophers have in foldlore, high culture, collectively shared metaphors and imagina-

in -tion, and so on" (311)-which are constitutive of the good and
mind when they compare goods like friendship and money is a "deter-mine its typical contours" (350). If, for example, Eve is de-
comparison of the intrinsic merits of goods like friendship, on. theprseabuhrnogdbyfidoclcnvtos ntt-one hand, and the intrinsic merits of what money is used for, onprseabuhrnogdbyfidoclcnvtoscott-

the the. Ad no an god tat mneYcanbuy s iclued;tive of friendship dictate the range of responses a friend might

thney other An ed not any d areyo goods thtmoe can bu spinclded; have to her state of depression. As a friend, I might listen to her
moneyant canh ber used forer an wide varet of goods h catseno

million dollars securing a life-saving operation from my mother, dcmints whethecre andum concerfnstand thwenry to help her tok
for example; and, in this case, the "intrinsic?' value of the million dcd hte odm i.I nta eet r otk

dollars would be the intrinsic value of my mother's life. But con- advantage of her glum state to extract a favor, I would be re-

stitutive incomparabilists implicitly have in mind by "money" a sponding in a way inconsistent with friendship. As Raz urges, the
of godsthatdoe notincudesignficnt itrisicsocial conventions constitutive of friendship require friends to re-

particular class ofgosta osnticuesgiiatitiscfuse to give up their friends for money and to be indignant at the
goods like human life. When they urge that friendships are mncor-- ugsinta hywud
parable with money, they mean that friendships are incomparable sugestioudno t at k they would.u temeisofte od
with what we might call mere market goods-goods one can buy underwrites such ra -tional responses? If the responses constitutive
with money that are not instrumental to some significant intrin- offinsi eedontefin' aig atclrble
sic good such as human life, freedom, health, or friendship. Mere abu h eisof friendhpdpn ntidhipfrand' mnythevng apritfolostat beief

market goods axe the commnodities and services enjoyed by agents aorde toe bert a f friendoemsti ealuatoey then gtolod s i that way.

qua consumers isfrasuhgosaeisrmnatorcn-As we shall see, Raz thinks the evaluation required is that the
stitutive of significant goods like life, freedom, or friendship, theygodaxinmprbeThseulistn r dnote
do not qualify a~s mere market goods. Thus, in our discussion, the god-r noprbe Ti euti hnprayeditth

term 'money' should be understood as a placeholder for mere mar- conclusion that the inicomparability of those goods is a constitutive
ket goods, such as a new car, luxury cruise, or fine meal. Our feature of them.

quston he, s hthr odslie renshpare constitutively We shall assume for the sake of argument that Raz is right
quesion the, i whehergood lie frendhipabout the conventional nature of certain goods and that the re-

incomparable with mere market goods. fusal and indignation Raz identifies are constitutive of the friend-
ship good. Our focus is on the two crucial steps of the axgum~nt:
first, that in order to be a friend one must believe that friendship

I. is incomparable with money, and second, that therefore friend-

2. The idea that incomparability can be a constitutive feature Of ship andj money are constitutively incomparable.

goods themselves originates with Joseph Raz in The MoralitY of 3. Why think that friends, in virtue of being friends, must be-.

Razeom strt byntn1htteeaecoc iutosi hc lieve that friendship and money are incomparable? Although Raz
agents typically refuse to exchange one good for the other and i o xlctaottihsrao o hnigta hyms

feelindgnat a th sugesionthatthe wold e wllig (46,seems to turn on an argument by elimination. To see how, we

349). A choice between keeping friendship and getting money is m osdrwa osrit h eua n ninto m

paradigmatic of such situations. If offered money to give up see- pose on the underlying evaluation of the goods.
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Some acts and attitudes have "symbolic significance;" they sym- tion possible? In order for my refusal and indignation (correctly)
bolically signify a particular evaluative view. The act of burning to symbolize my high regard for a friendship, it seems I must
the American flag; for instance, symbolizes deep dissatisfaction have some belief about the respective values of the friendship and

with some aspect of American policy or way of life. According to the million dollars. The crucial question is, What is this belief?
Raz, the refusal and indignation constitutive of friendship sym-
bolize "a proper appreciation of the value of [friendship]," "re- 4. Raz takes for granted that the belief Biust be about the ret-
spect for the [friendship]," the "very high value ... place[d] on having ative merits of the friendship and money, for he does not consider
[friendships]," and "rejection of the idea that having [friendships] any candidate monrelative beliefs. Here is where the argument fromg
has a price" (348). The symbolic significance of these responses elimination comes in. There seem to be only three possible beliefs
explains why a direct exchange of friendship for money is objec- 'one could have about the relative merits of friendship and money:
tionable and an indirect exchange often is not. Many people will- that the friendship is worse than the money, that it is better, and
ingly give up a friendship in order to take a job far away that that they are equally good. It is hard to see how a belief that the
pays more, and there is no indignation at the suggestion that friendship is worse than the money could make possible the sym-
they are so willing. But where the exchange of friendship for mon~ey bolic significance of the refusal and indignation. How could a be-
is direct-as in the billionaire's offer-there is refusal and indig- lief that the friendship is worse ground a high regard for the
nation (348-49). This difference mn the acceptability of direct and friendship? A similar difficulty holds for the belief that the goods
indirect exchanges ramifles through all choices involving signifi- are equally valuable; how can the belief that friendship and money
cant intrinsic goods on the one hand and mere market goods on are equally valuable ground responses that symbolize a very high
the other. Many people would refuse to take any amount of cold regard for friendship without symbolizing a similar regard for
cash in exchange for letting someone die, but they would be Will- money?
ing to spend only so much to save a sailor trapped in a sunken The belief that a friendship is better than money seems more
submarine. And although most would not take a lump sum of promising. This belief could certainly ground responses that sym-
cash in exchange for exposure to known carcinogens, many accept Ibolize respect and a high regard for friendship. But, as Has ar-
a higher wage in exchange for such exposure in the workplace. gues, this belief cannot ground the high regard symbolized by

A refusal to exchange goods in direct cases has symbolic signif- -refusal and indignation, because if one really believed that a friend:
icance while a refusal in indirect cases arguably does not. As Haz ship is better than money, then one should be perfectly willing
writes "...the symbolic significance of the fact that one cannot to give up money in order to attain that friendship, and one is
trade companionship for naked money but one can for a job is not so willing (347). (At $99.99, my friendship with Eve would
that while companionship is not up for sale, it is but one ingre- be a bargain.) The high regard I have for friendship is symbol-
dient in a complex pattern of life including work. It competes ized, it seems, not only by my refusal to exchange friendship for
with those other ingredients in legitimate ways which allow indi- money but also by my refusal to exchange money for friendship.
viduals to strike their own balance between them. But ... there are Since I am not willing to trade what would be the worse thing-
balances which indicate lack of ...loyalty to the relationship. All the money-for the better thing-the friendship-the belief that
this ... is indicated by the symbolic significance of taking money for grounds my refusal to trade friendship for money cannot be the
not seeing someone" (349-50). Taking money in exchange for giv- belief that friendship is more valuable than money. The only
ing up a friendship symbolizes a lack of respect for one's friend remaining possibility, then, is that the refusal and indignation
that moving far away for a higher paying job does not. Similarly symbolize a high regard for friendship in virtue of a belief that
refusing to make such an exchange symbolizes respect and a high the goods are incomparable: neither is better than the other, nor
regard for the friendship while refusing to move away arguably are they are equally good.
does not. (The same goes for indignation at the suggestion one If friendship and money are incomparable, friendship "has no
would be willing to make such a trade). price"-there is no way even in principle to measure the value of

Granting that refusal and indignation symbolize a high regard friendship in terms of money. The belief that friendship and money
for friendship, we may ask, What belief about the merits of the are incomparable implies that friendship is not the sort of good
goods makes the symbolic significance of my refusal and indigna- that can be replaced, compensated, or measured by money; and
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it is in virtue of the belief in incomparability that refusal and money may well be comparable. As Raz writes, "People who say

indignation symbolize a high regard for friendship. Raz goes on 'For me money is more important than friends' axe neither mis-
to suggest that the belief in incomparability itself symbolizes a taken nor do they commit a wrong. They are simply incapable of
high regard for friendship. He writes, "The most crucial fact about having friends ... So long as they are aware of the fact that [their

the kind of symbolic actions we are examining is now visible: what belief disqualifies them from being friends] there is no mistake
has symbolic significance is the very judgment that companionship that they commit" (353). The error, then, lies not in the content

is [incomparable] with money"' (350, emphasis original). What Raz of the belief that the goods can be compared but in thinking that
seems to have in mind is this: the belief that friendship and money this is so without also thinking that the belief disqualifies them

are incomparable is that in virtue of which the refusal and indig- from friendship. Thus there is no error in believing that friend-
nation symbolize a high regard for friendship because the belief ship and money are comparable, even by those who have a full

in incomparability itself symbolizes a high regard for friendship; appreciation of the value of friendship and choose to pursue money

there is a kind of 'transference' of the symbolic significan _e of the instead. Since there is also no error in believing that friendship
belief to the symabolic significance of the responses constitutive of and money are incomparable, we are left with a striking result:

friendship.6  -friendship and money may be incomparable for you but compara-

Given that the refusal and indignation are constitutive of friend- ble for me. It seems there is no 'objective' fact of the matter as

ship, the belief that grounds them is also constitutive of friendship; to whether friendship and money are comparable. There is no
unless one has the belief that friendship and money are incompa- point of view that is neutral between membership in the friend-

rable, one is not capable of being a friend. As EMz explains, '[t]he ship institution-no 'viewpoint of reason'-from which it can be

capacity to have such relations involves interest in other people, true or false that friendship and money are comparable. The ques-
empathy with them, and other psychological attributes. It also in- tion of whether they can be compared can be asked only from the
volves certain evaluative beliefs .... My claim regarding [incompara- point of view either of those engaged in the friendship institution
bility] is that belief in [incomparability] is itself a qualification for (to which the reply is that they are incomparable) or of those
having certain relations. The attitude of mind which constitutes who are not (to which the reply might be that they are compa-

such a belief is analogous to attitudes such as respect for the other rable). Raz's conclusion that certain goods are constitutively in-
person, which are commonly accepted as prerequisites for a capac- comparable, then, is relative to one's participation in certain good s.

ity for these relations" (350, 351). And, again, '[c]ertain judg- Because he does not think there could be any unrelativized claim
ments about the [in] comparability of certain options and certain Of incomparability involving such goods, the relativized conclu-

attitudes to the exchangeability of options are constitutive of re- sion is the only truth there is.
lations with friends, spouses, parents, etc. Only those who hold theI
view that friendship is neither better nor worse than money, but 6. We examine each step of Raz's argument in turn: Is a belief

is simply not comparable to money or other commodities are ca- that friendship and money are incomparable constitutive of friend-

pable of having friends"' (352).' Therefore, Raz concludes, a belief ship? And if it is, does it follow that the incomparability of friend-

that friendship and money are incomparable is constitutive of be- ship and money is a constitu~tive feature of friendship?
ing a friend. It is hard to believe that in order to be a friend, I must believe

that friendship is incomparable with money. Suppose I am faced

5. So much for the first step of Raz's argument. We turn to the with a choice between keeping my friendship with Eve and get-

second: How does the belief that friendship and money are incom- ting a dollar. If I judge that the friendship is worth mnore than a

parable determine that they are? dollar, am I thereby disqualified from being Eve's friend? How

If the belief that friendship and money are incomparable is con- can my belief that friendship is worth more than a dollar make

stitutive of friendship, then all those who are friends must have me incapable of being a friend? Indeed, we might think that gen-
this belief. For friends, then, friendship and money are incompa- uine friends would necessarily judge that friendship is more valu-
rable. But for those who are not friends, who are not, as it were, able than a dollar. Given that the value of a dollar is the value of

card-carrying members of the friendship institution, friendship and {the mere market goods one can buy for a dojlar-two packs of
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bubble gum or a box of Cracker Jacks or a subway ride, etc.- regard for friendship? Consider other cases in which these people
surely a friend could believe that friendship is more valuable than might think incomparability holds. They might think, to take a
any of these goods. different example, that a career as a lawyer and one as a clarinet-

A thought experiment shows that the belief in incomparability ist are incomparable or that a limerick cannot be compared with
could not plausibly be constitutive of friendship. Suppose that elevator musaic or that chocolate mousse cannot be compared with
you have never considered, either implicitly or explicitly, the ques- cheese and crackers. The belief that such goods are incomparable
tion whether friendship is comparable with money. Now someone in these cases does not, as Raz would agree, plausibly symbolize
puts the question to you. Does your answer determine whether respect and high regard for one of the goods as opposed to the
you are a friend-whether all the relationships you have had with - other. Why then should we think that when 'incomparable' is
people that you thought were friendships were in fact some other applied to friendship and money that what is being symbolized is
kind of relationship? Compare the belief in incomparability with a high regard for friendship?
a willingness to trade a friendship for one dollar. It is plausible to There are certain beliefs that might be mistaken for a belief in
think that your answer to the question, 'Would you be willing to incomparability that do plausibly symbolize respect and high re-
trade a friendship for a dollar?' determines whether you are ca- gard for friendship. The belief that friendship is not a mere mar-
pable of being a friend. For if you are willing to give up a friend- ket good, that it -cannot be bought and sold like a commodity, or
ship for a box of Cracker Jacks, you do not know what it is to be that it cannot be replaced, compensated or measured by money
a friend. A judgment that friendship is incomparable with money, might plausibly symbolize respect and high regard for friendship.
however, is not plausibly constitutive of friendship. Indeed, one's Indeed, Raz sometimes seems to treat a belief in incomparability
beliefs about the comparability of friendship and money might be as one of these other beliefs (347, 351, 353). But these beliefs do
the result of philosophical reflection, and how could holdinig one not entail that friendship and money are incomparable (though
philosophical view rather than another determine whether one is the converse arguably holds). Consistent with these beliefs is the
capable of being a friend? thought that friendship is lexically superior to money. If no amount

Where does the argument for the claim that a belief in the of money or commodities could ever be at least as good as any
incomparability of friendship and money is constitutive of friend- amount of friendship, friendship would not be any -mere market
ship go wrong? There are numerous places where questions might good and so could not be replaced, compensated or measured by
be .raised, but the core of the argum'ent is the claim that a belief money.
in incomparability is that in virtue of which the responses consti- A closer look at the relation of incomparability suggests that a
tutive of friendship symbolize respect and high regard for friend- belief that friendship and money are incomparable could not Plau-
ship. There were two considerations in favor of this claim. First sibly symbolize respect and high regard for friendship. Incompa-
was the thought that the belief that friendship and money are rability is a symmetric relation and understood literally cannot
incomparable itself symbolizes respect and high regard for friend- favor one good over the other. Respect and high regard for friend-
ship. Second was an implicit argument by elimination: given that ship, however, in some sense favors friendship over money; money
some valuation of the relative merits of the goods is required to is not regarded with the same reverence that friendship is. How
ground a refusal with symbolic significance, a belief that the goods could a perfectly symmetric relation symbolize a high regard for
are comparable will not do and so, by elimination, a belief that one good over the other? A belief that friendship and money are
they are incomparable must be required. Both considerations, how- incomparable may entail that friendship is not measurable by
ever, are subject to worry. money, but if it does it equally entails that money is not measur-

Start with the claim that a belief that friendship and money able by friendship. How can we extract from these symmetrical
are incomparable symbolizes respect and high regard for friend- entailments a symbolic high regard for friendship?
ship. There are good reasons to think that the claim is false, or if There is, however, a metaphorical sense of incomparability that
true, true in a way that saddles Paz's argument with a fallacy of . is not symmetric and that plausibly ha the needed symbolic sig-
equivocation. Some people no doubt believe that friendship and nificance. In this sense, one good is 'incomparably better' than
money are incomparable. Does their belief symbolize a very high another, that is, vastly, significantly, off-the-charts better. So, for
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example, one might pronounce Pollini's performance of the Chopin canx be the source of the symbolic significance of refusals, there is
Preludes as 'incomparable' or remark that there is 'no compari- still the question of whether the belief represents people's actual
son' between a meal at Le Cirque and one at McDonalds. What valuations. He is concerned with actual valuations because he thinks
one is saying is that the performance is significantly better than that the merits of friendship are given by social forms which are
all or most others or that the sole souffl6 au. gratin is significantly a matter of social convention. It is people's actual valuations that
better than the Fishwich with cheese. A belief that friendship will give us insight into how friendship relates to mdney.' 0

and money are 'incomparable' in this metaphorical sense may in- £Iaz thinks that people's actual valuations cannot be that friend-
deed symbolize respect and high regard for friendship. But if this ship is mare valuable than money because such a "preference for
is the sense of incomparable upon which Raz's argument depends, one option over another ... would amount to a condemnation of those
the argument to the conclusion that friendship and money are -who forgo the possibility of friendship for money as people who
literally incomparable suffers from equivocation. 8  act wrongly and against reason" (352). And, as he continnes, "Some

7. W hae jst ote tht te blieftha frendhipis ignfi-may take this attitude. But others (most of us, on reflection) do
7. W hae jst ote tht te blieftha frendhipis ignfi-not. They regard such people as one regards people who ne-

cantly better than money very plausibly symbolizes a high regardglcethimucaabiisanlothirestvtyomsc
for riedshi. Tis pintraiss dubt bou thesecnd cnsier-in order to be better able to pursue some other goals .... Their life

ation in favor of Raz's claim that a belief in incomparability is is impoverished in certain respects, but enriched in others. Our
constitutive of friendship-the argument by elimination. Can a judgment of them is no different from our judgment of people
belief that friendship is significantly better than money do the who lost their ability to form close and exclusive personal ties
explanatory work required? In particular, can it account for thethogjingamnsicrd"(325)

symblicsigificnceof efusng o tade ot frendsit)forThere are two points here. First is the claim that a belief that
money but also money for friendship? Recall that the difficulty good A is better than good B commits one to the belief that
with this suggestion was that the belief that friendship is better someone who chooses B over A "acts wrongly and against rea-
than money could not explain why someone would refuse a direct son"' while a belief that A and B are incomparable does not. Sec-
trade df money in exchange for acquiring a friend. Raz himself ond is the claim that people who refuse to exchange friendship
suggests a response on behalf of comparabilists. 'Perhaps, Raz says, admnyrgr hs h x iln opru oe nta

agens hve he flloingraning:"avidig nked xchnge ofof friendship as simply missing out on one good but getting an-
[friendship] for money is best, having [friendship] is second best other. Since they believe pursuing mere market groods is, like pur-
[, and] having money or other commodities is third best" (347).sunfredhpoevaabectiy mngoeshyblee

Withthi raking anaget wuld efue t exhang frendhipthat those who pursue money instead of friendship do not com-
and money whichever good she starts with, and yet it could still mit any error.
be true that agents have a high regard for friendship that they do Both points can be questioned. Take the second first. Do those
not have for money. 9  who refuse to exchange friendship and money really regard the

Raz admits that the comparabilist explanation can account for pursuit of material wealth to be, like the pursuit of friendship,
the refusal to exchange friendship and money. As he writes, '¶tlhere one valuable activity among many? If they do, they believe some-
is no doubt that the choices of people who have these attitudes thing false. Listening to opera instead of going to soccer games,
[i.e., a very high regard for friendship] are consistent with certain cooking instead of learning to play the piano, hang-gliding in-
ways of ranking the options" (348). Nevertheless, he continues, stead of playing chess-these are plausibly cases in which one pur-
"My argument does not depend on denying that. My claim is the sues one activity among many others without error; these valuable
more elusive one that the rankings which are consistent with these pursuits are perhaps 'on a par,' and so failure to pursue one in
views and treat all options as [comparable] do not represent peo- favor of another does not involve making a mistake of reason. But
ple's actual valuations" (348). So, while Raz admits that a belief the pursuit of material wealth at the cost of pursuing personal
that friendship and money are comparable is compatible with the relationships does seem to involve a mistake. Money-mere mar-
refusal to exchange friendship and money, and, as we have noted, ket goods-does not seem to be on a par with friendship, human
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life, health, freedom, and other significant intrinsic goods; it is point of membership in the friendship institution, that friendship
not simply 'one good among many' but has a different status. is incomparable with money, I might also judge from that view-

At the very least, there are certain circumstances in which pur- point that friendship is better than money. Thus, the belief that
suing money over friendship does involve a mistake, and this is all A is better than B does not necessarily entail the belief that those
that is required to show that the belief R~az attributes to those who choose B over A make a mistake of reason. By Raz's own
who refuse to trade is false. Suppose that one has all the basic lights, agents can have valuations of goods that are not required
necessities of life but no personal relations and no mere market by reason but are instead relativized to their participation in cer-
goods. Suppose too that one has an equal chance of success in tain goods. Raz thinks that the belief that certain goods are in-

making close friendships as in acquiring mere market goods. If comparable is one such valuation. The belief that one good is
one has a choice between pursuing friendship and pursuing the ' better than another might be another.
creature comforts of mere market goods, one should choose to At any rate, Raz 's argument is premised on the thought that
pursue friendship. Indeed, anyone who appreciates the intrinsic people are indeed u~nwilling to make direct exchanges of money

values of friendship and mere market goods would in these cir- for friends. But any intuitive appeal of this thought may derive
cuinstances go for friendship. This is not a case in which it would from a confusion stemming from the im:possibility of buying friends.

be appropriate to shrug one's shoulders and say, "to each his own," One can bay the conditions required for friendship. Just as one

as one might do if the choice were between friendship and spini- might 'buy' a child from an adoption agency and hence secure
tual communion -with Glod. Similarly, there are circumstances in the conditions that make a loving parent-child relationship possi-
which going for friendship over mere market goods might involve ble, so one might buy the conditions that make a friendship pos-

error. Suppose one has a maximum of deep loving relation~s-with sible. But one cannot buy a relationship itself, off the shelf as it

a spouse, children, relatives, etc.-as well as many other sigpifi- were. Friendships and other loving relationships develop via a gen-
cant goods-health, freedom, etc. One's life is at a full capacity uine care and concern for the other that cannot, in the world as

for significant intrinsic goods but lacks the pleasures, enjoyments, we know it, be instantaneously possessed after a visit to the ATM.

and comforts of material wealth. In such a case, the balance of a There is, however, a sense mn which buying friends is possible. I
good life arguably requires that one pursue mere market goods can make a direct purchase by striking a deal with God: Take my
over friendship. Or, perhaps, because one's life is at full capacity yacht, and, in exchange, alter the past (or future) so that X and I
for deep loving relationships, pursuit of friendship would be a mis- now (-will) have a history together in which we are friends. And
take because it would involve detracting from one's deep loving there are at least some circumstances in which one would (and
relationships. In short, whether one makes a mistake of reason in should) be perfectly willing to strike such a bargain: if one has a

pursuing one good over the other depends on what else one has friendless, lonely life and lots of mere market goods, one would be

in one's life. A categorical claim that those who pursue money willing to swap some of those mere market goods for a new life
over friendship do not make an error of reason canno be sus- with a friend. Moreover, many significant intrinsic goods can be

tained, and thus we may query Raz's insistence that those who bought, and people are perfectly willing to make direct purchases
refuse to exchange friendship for money have this false belief. of those goods if given the opportunity. If I can save a human life

Even if people do have this false belief, Rafz's attempt to con- in a direct trade for my toaster oven, I would be willing to do so.

nect the opposite of this belief with a belief about how friendship In sum, Raz's conclusion that friends mnust believe that friend-
and money compare does not succeed. That is, Raz's first point- ship and money are incomparable does not withstand scrutiny.

that a belief that A is better than B commits one to the belief There are good reasons to think that a belief in the incompara-
that someone who chooses B over A "acts wrongly and against bility of friendship and money is not constitutive of friendship-
reason" -is open to doubt. For as Raz himself insists in the case believing that friendship is worth more than a dollar does not
of the belief that A and B are incomparable, the belief that A is plausibly disqualify one from being a friend. Moreover, Raz's ar-

better than B might be one not made from 'the viewpoint of gument that the belief in incomparability is constitutive of friend-
reason' but from the point of view of someone participating ini ship relies either on an implausible claim about the symbolic
the relevant social form. Just as I might judge, from the view- significance of this belief or on a metaphorical understanding of
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'incomparable' that saddles the argument with an equivocation, it is rational, or makes practical sense, to regard it with a favor-
As we have seen, there is no reason to think that a belief that able attitude.
friendship is significantly better than money is incapable of doing Just as the value of an item consists in nothing more than the
the required explanatory work. Such a belief as plausibly symbol- practical attitudes it is rational to have towards them, so too the
izes respect and high regard for friendship over money and could comparative value of items consists in nothing more than practi-
ground a refusal to give up a friendship for money and indligna-. cal attitudes we have reason to have towards them. Anderson
tion at the suggestion that one would. Finally, the thought that writes,
people would be unwilling to make direct purchases of friendship To determine whether two goods are [comparable], pragmatists ask what prac-
for cash if they could is doubtful, and even if correct, does not tical attitude- or action-guiding function claims of comparability can serve .... This
support the conclusion that friendship cannot be better than money, analysis implies a simple test for [incomparability]. If there is no point to

Supposing, for the sake of argument, that Baz's premises are comparing the overall values of two goods, the comparative value judgment
correct, his conclusion would not constitute a total victory for the about them will serve no practical function. Pragmatism says that if a value
incomparabilist. For the truth that friendship and money are con- judgment serves no practical function, then it has no truth value or warrant.
stitutively incomparable would be relativized to membership in And if a comparative value judgment has no truth value or warrant, then the
the friendship institution and may vary from person to person, goods it compares are [incomparable]. Therefore, if there is no good reason to
even though they are perfectly rational. This would make cousti- compare the overall values of two goods, the goods are [incomparable]. Call
tutive incomparability a mere shadow of incomparability as it is this the "no good reasons principle' for [incomparability] (99).
usually understood-that is, relativized to one's particular inter- Adro' praht noprblt a ese s"osi

estsin ertin atinaly opionl scia foms.tutive" because she thinks that the respect, awe, and honor it is
rational to have towards certain goods is constitutive of them-

ii. they help make the goods the goods that they are-and it is in
virtue of those attitudes that there is no good reason to compare

8. Elizabeth Anderson thinks there is a truth about the compa- them with other goods like money.
rability of friendship and money from the 'viewpoint of reason': Teattdscntttv fcrangosgv iet he
they are incomparable. But she is a pragmatist about value and ways in which there can be '"no good reason"' to compare them:
so this truth is a construction of practical reason. While Raz is sometimes "it is boring or pointless to compare them, other times
an eliminativist about such truths of constitutive incomparability- . ~ it makes sense to leave room for the free play of nonrational mo-
there are only truths relative to participation in a social form- tivations like whims and moods, and sometimes goods play such
Anderson is a reductionist-such truths reduce to truths about different roles in aeliberation that attempts to compare them head
what there is reason to do or feel. to head are incoherent" (91). Even assuming that her pragmatic

Anderson thinks that the value of an item is simply a matter of view of value is correct, we will see that none of these paths lead
the practical responses-in particular practical attitudes, like awe, us to the incomparability she thinks there is.
love, respect, honor and so on-towards that item that one en-
dorses as rational to have towards that item (Anderson 1997, 9. Sometimes, it seems "silly, boring, and arbitrary" to make
pp. 90-109)."1 So, for example, the beauty of a Cubist painting comparisons between items. It is silly to compare the aesthetic
amounts to no more than the attitudes of awe and admiration it merits of a piece of doggerel and some subway graffiti, boring to
is rational to have towards it; there is no further question of grade seventh- and eighth-rate artworks, and arbitrary to com-
whether such attitudes 'track the truth' about whether the paint- pare a Bach concerto with a Picasso nude. There is, it seems, no
ing 'really' is beautiful. As she puts it, "q reduce 'x is good' roughly I practical point in judging the comparative aesthetic merits of such
to 'it is rational to value x,' where to value somethinig is to adopt items, and, as Anderson urges, the project of compiling a Miche-
toward it a favorable attitude susceptible to rational reflection"' lin guide to The Ten Billion Greatest Artworks of All Time would
(95). Thus whether something is valuable is wholly given by whether be the project of "philistines, snobs, and prigs, precisely those
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least open to a free exploration and development of their ass- On this view practical reason divides choices into two types: those
thetic sensibilities" (99-100). Since we have reason not to be such that require reason~s to be rational and those that do not. But it
people, it seems there are no practical situations reflectively en- is not clear how exactly this view of practical reason supports the
dorsed by practical reason in which such comparisons have any claim that there is "no good reason"' to compare items. For it
use. And since there is no good practical reason to compare the does not follow from the fact that a rational choice need not be
goods, the goods are incomparable. based on reasons that there is no good reason to compare the

But is it so clear that there are no practical projects worth alternatives for choice. Practical reason may well allow me to de-
pursuing that could make use of comparisons that, in the ab- cide between the chocolate cake and passion fruit mousse on a
stract, seem silly, boring or even arbitrary? Suppose, for example, whim, but at the same time, I might have good reason to corn-
that I am a judge in an art contest "Now! Youth Art In New pare the two with respect to their nutritional content. So long as
York City," and the entries include a piece of doggerel and some I am not rationally required to decide between the desserts on the
subway art. Surely in this case, although other considerations may basis of something that is not a reason, it is conceivable that I
be relevant as well, the aesthetic merits of the two artworks is might have good reason to decide on the basis of a reason. If
relevant to my choice of winner, and the contest, whose purpose practical reason does require me to choose between the desserts
is, say, to encourage the flourishing of art by Manhattan youth, is on a whim, mood, or other nonrational motivation, then the at-
not a project for "philistines, snobs or prigs." Or suppose I am tractive thought that underpins this view of practical reason,
on a funding committee for a charitable organization and am faced namely, that we are "free" to allow nonrational motivations to
with two proposals for funding: a performance of a Bach concerto have a role in rational choice, must be abandoned.
on origina1 instruments at Carnegie Hall and temporary installa- In any case, even if there were no good reason to* compare all
tion of a Picasso nude at the Museum of Modem Art. Surely one ternatives in the 'special cases, this would constitute only a small
question relevant to my deliberations is, Which artwork has greater victory for the incomparabilist. For the main interest of incompa-
aesthetic merit? rability is in its upshots for those cases in which rational choice

Anderson overlooks the practical use of these comparisons be- must be based on reasons. Many have thought that in these cases,
cause she assumes that if they are to have practical use, they if there is incomparability rational choice is precluded. Thus Ander-
must be the sole grounds for a choice. Since they can have prac- son's second proposal, if sound, would succeed in establishing in-
tical import as part of what matters to a choice situation, by her comparability, but only at the cost of robbing it of its primary
own pragmatist lights, Anderson must conclude that the artworks significance for rational choice.
are comparable. In general, I cannot think of any comparison that,
although perhaps seemingly boring or silly or arbitrary if made in 11. Anderson's, final suggestion as to how there can be no good
the abstract, could not have practical import as part of delibera- reason to compare items is the most interesting and raises the
tions about what to choose in a particular choice situation. This basic question of what the comparability of goods involves. She
conclusion has ramifications for Anderson's general pragmatic pri- says that sometimes goods play such different roles in delibera-
ciple for incomparability: if for any comparison between two items tion that attempting to compare them is incoherent, and thus
there is always some possible choice situation in which that corn- there is no good reason to compare the goods.
parison has a practical point, the "no good reason" principle never .The fundamental assumption at work here is that if goods are
yields a case of incomparability, to be comparable, they must have some value or evaluative prop-

erty in common. Unfortunately, this assumption has often been
10. Perhaps, however, sometimes "it makes sense to leave room mistakenly thought to entail one or more further claims. First, it

for the free play of nonrational motivations like whims and moods," has sometimes been thought that if two goods are comparable,
and in such cases, there would be no good reason to compare the there must be some common unit of value in terms of which they
items since a rational choice can be made on the basis of non- are compared. But we can compare goods even though those goods
rational considerations. So, for example, a choice between two des- cannot be measured by a common unit of value. For example, one
serts might properly be made on the basis of a whim or mood. friendship can be Pareto better than another if it is at least as
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good in every aspect of friendship and better in at least one. mothers and our friends in different circumstances play a central role ....OCon-

There need be no unit of friendship in virtue of which this corn- trast this with the way we would have to regard mother and friends if their

parlson holds. Or a friendship might be lexically superior to bub- -values were scalar. Then they would figure in principles that tell us to max-

ble gum; there is plausibly no common unit of value that measurres imize the number or endurance of their bearers. This is to regard mother and

both the friendship and the bubble gum, nevertheless, it is clear friends as valuable only for the ways their existence improves the state of the

that the friendship is better. There are also ordinal comparisons world .... Alternatively, to regard their values as scalar might be to accept a

that do not admit of any unit of measurement; a human life is principle that tells one to adopt different degrees of the same attitude toward

morevalabl tha th lie o a cckracheve thogh her isthem. But mother is a proper object of filial love, one's friends of friendship.

These forms of love differ in kind, not degree, and so mark their objects as

no cmmo unt tat easues he ort ofboth Seond rhny inrinsically good in different ways, not just in different amounts....

have thought that a comparison of two goods is essentially a com- Thus, there are no valid practical principles that express a regard for the

parison of two quantities of some one value. For if a comparison values of mother and friends as scalar. So we have no good reason to try to

of A and B presupposes that A and B bear value V, it seems that compare the values of one's mother and one's friends, or of her life and one's

the comparison between them must proceed according to which friendships, in terms of some common value they possess to a greater or lesser

has more V. But this is to fall into the trap of thinking that a degree. These goods are therefore not [comparable]....

single value can differ in its instantiations only by amount. A [On the view that one must compare alternatives for rational choice], the sole

value can have qualitative as well as quantitative dimensions. So, practical role of the concept of value is to assign weights to goods, so that

for xamlea Mnetpainingcandifer n aetheic eri frm areason can choose what is weightiest or most valuable. It supposes that all

ford' examper oe painting can diffhe r imont aesbytheti merity fomf values are scalar ...{On an alternative view], the role of the concepts of intrin-

cesheid' finerpintingnt b ya thfeene amontbtyth quality of asnl au sic value is generally to assign a statuts, not a weight, to goods .... The princi-

ca rudaetei merit ithbars Ah difernet in quthtalty of etsnger vhalu ples that express such attitudes generally take a distributive, not an aggregative

can roud aclam tat te Mnetis esteticllybeter hanor optimizing formn.... Thus, choices concerning those goods or their continued

the finger painting. Third, it is widely thought that if compari- existence do not generally require that we rank their values oni a comnuno

sons are the basis for rational choice, then because there must be scale and choose the more valuable good; they require that we give each good

a shared value in term~s of which the alternatives are compared, its due. (103, emphases original).

practical rationality must be a matter of maximizting that shared

value. But perfectly compatible with the claim that comparisons The centerpiece of the argument is the distinction between "sca-:

are the basis for rational choice is a satisficing or even a "mean- lax" and "nonscalar" value. Scalar values can be measured on a

median"' view of rationality according to which it is sometimes "common scale" and figure in one of two types of practical prin-

rational to do what is not best but merely good enough or what ciple: "ýprinciples that tell.-us to maximize the number or endur-

falls within the mean or median of the available alternatives. Fi- ance of their bearers" and "principle[s] that tells[tell] one to

nally, it is often thought that if a shared value is a prerequisite of adopt different degrees of the same attitude toward them." Non-

comparison and comparison is relevant to rational choice, then scalar values, in contrast, are given by considerations of what we

what one rationally ought to do is to bring about the state of owe people in different circumstances and figure in principles of

affairs that is best with respect to that given value. In this way, obligation that "mark their objects as intrinsically good in dif-

it has been supposed that the relevance of comparisons to ratio- ferent ways, not just in different ampounts." Scalar values assign

nial choice presupposes the truth of consequentialism. But A can "weights" to their bearers while nonscalar values assign "status"~

be better than B in its intrinsic worth or with respect to its con- to their bearers, and practical deliberation involving items with

tribution to fulfilling one's duty quite apart from considerations weight proceeds by aggregation while deliberation involving items

of which would bring about the best consequences. with status involves nonaggregative principles. Since the role in

Anderson's proposal trades on all four mistaken inferences. She practical deliberation of scalar values is different from that of

writes: nonscalar values, it is "incoherent" to try to compare a scalar
good with a nonscalar good. Thus, to revert to our familiar ex-

Ordinary moral thought enables us to make choices in these cases without ample, it is incoherent to compare friendship, a nonscalar good,

placing mother's life and friendship on a common scale and declaring one to with money, a scalar good, and therefore, by pragmatism, the

be more valuable than the other .... Instead, considerations of what we owe our goods are incomparable.
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There are two arguments here. One is this: comparisons require This is not to say, of course, that there is no such argument,
that the goods be measurable by a common unit of value; only btwhether there is remains to be seen. In the meantime, we
scalar goods can be measured by the same unit of value; there- may note that there is a natural comparabilist way of thinking
fore, it is incoherent to try to compare a scalar good with a good about how intrinsically significant goods like friendships, and mere
that cannot be measured by the same unit of value. It is worth market goods, like money, relate. For we may say that a friend-
noting that this argument does not strictly rely on her pragma- ship is a 'higher' good than a sum of money, which is a 'lower'
tism; the putative incoherence entails the incomparability of those good, and from this it may be thought to follow that the friend-
goods quite apart from whether it gives us no good reason to ship is better than-or, as we shall say, emphatically better than-
compare the goods which then in turn, via pragmatism, entails the money.
their being incomparable. The other argument supposes that corn- .The view that a good like friendship is 'higher' than a good like
parisons can be relevant to rational choice only if rationality re- mtoney is familiar and unsurprising, but many philosophers have
quires one to maximize either consequences or amount of value; supposed that the terms 'higher' and 'lower' mark incomparabil-
but it is inappropriate to try to maximize nonscalar goods which ity, not betterness (e.g., Taylor 1982, Lukes 1997, cf. Mil 1861).
figure in nonaggregative practical principles; and therefore there I Indeed, in the course of arguing that friendship and money are
can be no practical point to comparing a nonscalar good with constitutively incomparable, both Raz and Anderson themselves
any other sort of good, and thus, via pragmatism, the goods are suggest that friendship is appropriately held in "high regard" or
incomparable, is of a "higher kind" than money (Raz 1986, p. 348; Anderson

Both arguments depend on tacking onto the claim that items 1997, p. 105). It is worth noting in this regard that Anderson
can be compared further claims that do not follow from it. In the - introduces at the end of her article what she calls "hierarchical
one case, the further claim is that comparable goods must be incommensurability," cases in which "we deny that one good is
measurable by a common unit of value, and in the other, the more or less valuable than another precisely by insisting that it
further claim is that for the comparison to have practical import, has an incomparably higher value altogether" (Anderson 1997,
rational choice must be determined by principles that tell us to p. 104). Higher goods are incomparable with, not better than,
maximize consequences or amount of value. But as we have seen, lower ones: '¶wle refuse the language of 'more' or 'better'; we
comparability does not entail these further claims, reject commensuration in favor of hierarchy" (Anderson 1997,

Once we strip away the claims Anderson attaches to the notion . p. 105). The language of 'higher' and 'lower' signals incomnpara-
of comparability, we are left with no good reason for thinking . bility, not comparability, because she thinks comparability re-
that there is no good reason to compare friendships with money, quires scalarity. But as we have already pointed out, a nonscalar
for it is the further claims that do the argumentative work in good can be better than a scalar good-my friendship with E~ve is
establishing that there is no good reason to compare certain goods. - better than a stick of bubble gumi-and so scalarity is not a con-
Anderson's conclusion that there is "no good reason" then is not . dition of comparability.
strictly a conclusion about comparability but rather a conclusion .Granting that higher and lower goods can be comparable, how
about the limits of comparing by a shared unit of value and the is this comparability to be understood? The distinction between
inadequacies of praigical principles that tell us to maximize con- higher and lower goods is a distinction concerning the intrin~sic
sequences or amount of value. Her distinction between "weight" mierits of those goods; friendship is intrinsically better than money
and "status," while interesting as a thesis about practical reason, in a way that makes it 'higher.' The standard account under-
does not have the upshots for comparability she supposes. stands the way in which higher goods are intrinsically better in

terms of lexical superiority: roughly, no 'level' of the lower good,
however great, can be intrinsically better than any 'level' of the

III. higher good, however slight. Thus friendship is a higher good and
mere market goods a lower, human llfe is a higher good and choc-

12. Raz's and Anderson's arguments, then, do not establish that olate a lower, freedom of speech a higher good and beautiful mil-
goods like friendship and money are constitutively incomparable. linery a lower.
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But lexical superiority, in its various possible formulations, falls a higher good than a million dollars, then friendship is a higher
prey to a fundamental intuition: a nominal token of a hhigher type of good than money; and likewise, given that a million dol-
type of good can be intrinsically worse than a notable token of a lars is a lower token good than my friendship with Eve, money
lower type of good (Griffin 1977; Griffin 1986; cf. Tribe 1972).12 is a lower type of good than friendship. It does not follow, how-
Take, for example, a superficial and banal friendship I might ever, that every token of money is a lower good than every to-
have with the local butcher. Whenever I visit his shop, we ex- ken of friendship. Indeed, it may be a tendency to focus on types
change pleasantries, cheerfully inquire after each other's children, of good that explains why so many thinkers have been attracted
and engage in desultory conversation about the weather and the to an account of the distinction between the higher and the lower
state of politics. I then take my side of beef and leave. We like in terms of lexical superiority. Focusing on tokens instead will, I
each other well enough, but our pleasantries are a bit forced, think, naturally lead to a more finely-tuned comparabilist ac-
and our hearts are not really in the conversation. At the same count of the distinction. What, then, makes one token good higher
time, our relationship is clearly a friendship, though a distant than another?
one. And it has intrinsic value-although barely rewarding and I suggest that a token good A is higher than a token good B
somewhat uncomfortable, it would be better to have that friend- just in case 1) A is better than B, and 2) A is better than any
ship than not. Barring consideration of all extrinsic values, is *B-improvement' of B, i.e., any token of the same type as B that
this friendship better than a million dollars worth of mere mar- is at least as good as B. If both these conditions are met, I shall
ket goods? It seems clear to me that it is not. say A is emphatically better than B; A is 'emphatically' better

There are many other such intuitions to which the emphatic because there is no 2-improvement in B that could make A not
comparabilist might appeal. Are three seconds of a human life better. 3 Suppose, for example, that my friendship with Eve is
intrinsically better than a lifetime of gustatory pleasures? Is the better than a million dollars. If, no matter how many dollars we
freedom to drink cranberry juice in public intrinsically better than add to the million, my friendship with Eve is better, the friend-
a billion dollars worth of mere market goods? Is a fifth-rate mod- ship is emphatically better than the million dollars and therefore a
ernist painting intrinsically better than sexual pleasure for every higher good than the million dollars.
person who engages in consensual sex? This is not to say that for Emphatic comparisons are, strictly speaking, comparisons of two
every higher and lower type of good, there is a higher token that bundles of goods-in the present case, the bundle (an existing
is worse than a lower, but it seems clear that some tokens of sum of money, my close friendship with Eve) and the bundle (an
higher type goods are intrinsically worse than some tokens of lower additional million, no friendship with Eve). My friendship with
type goods. It seems that lexical superiority constitutes overkill Eve is emphatically better than the million if the first bundle is
and does not capture the intended distinction between higher and - better and no 'dollar-improvement' in the second bundle could
lower goods. In the short space remaining, let me very briefly make the first bundle not better than the second. Thus emphatic
sketch an alternative to it. comparability can be understood as a kind of 'localized' lexical

Our use of the term "good" has so far slid back and forth superiority: the 'threshold level' of the higher good beats any-
between token goods and types of good. Sometimes we have re- thing with the lesser level, no matter how much one improves the
ferred to the incomparability of 'friendship' and 'money,' and at other type of good with which it is bundled. Emphatic compara-
other times we have referred to the incomparability of a pantic- - bility allows the possibility that some token of a higher-type good
ular friendship and a particular amount of money. Of course, the is worse than some token of a lower-type good. This possibility is
distinction between tokens and types is itself problematic, but important because it points to an interesting feature of the na-
we can nonetheless work with it in a rough and intuitive way. I ture of values: the conceptualization of values into types does not
want to suggest that the adjectives 'higher' and 'lower' apply in directly track how bearers of those values compare with one an-
the first place to token goods and only derivatively to types of other. This, in turn, allows us to see that the deep intuition at
goods: a type of good is a 'higher' type of good than another the core of incomparabilist arguments, namely that goods are in-
just in case there is a token of the first type that is a higher comparable in virtue of their belonging to very different types, is
good than a token of the second. So if my friendship with Eve is misguided.'4
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58 RUTH CHANG
that a belief that Bill Clinton did not have an affair with Monica Lewinsky

NOTES 
symbolizes utter trust of and devotion to Clinton, or a belief that one's ten

1, Some philosophers think that choices made on the basis of feelings, the will year old daughter could win an international competition for professional

and he ikearechoies ithn te sope f pactcalreasn. ee ~g.Haspianists symbolizes one's faith and pride in one's child.

and he ikearechoies ithn te sope f pactcalreasn. ee ~g.Raz7. 1 follow Ras; in various shifts, such as between conditions on the capacity for

1997 and Anderson 1997.
2. Anderson's account has been endorsed by others with variations that need friendship and conditions on being a friend and between token friendships

not oncrn s, eg.,Suntei 199, Lkes1997 Fo anintrestngreltedand the type of good, friendship. The distinction between tokens and types

aruetthat global 'commnodiLcationl' blocks certain desirable conceptions will become relevant in the final part of the paper.

ar hegument eRan196 
8. The same ambiguity between a metaphorical and literal sense applies to

3. 1 have offered a more precise definition of incomparability elsewhere (in Chang Has's claim that "friendship has no price." On one reading, it is the claim

1997): two items are incomparable with respect to a 'covering consideration' . that friendship is significantly better than money-friendship is priceless-

ifthere is nopositive vlerltoththdsbwenhmwihrespect 
and on the other it is the claimn that there is no (relevant) way evaluatively

tthtcvrno vauie reation.codn that hols befntieen, te withi eqie to relate friendship and money-=-friendsbip is not priceable. Only on the

to that covering ~ ~ ~ .consideration. Howdn otisdfntoiti eur- first reading is it plausible to suppose that a belief that friendship has no

ment of incomparability that it be relative to a coveringcosdain.Hw
ever, since the arguments of the paper do not rely on this requirement, I price symbolizes respect and high regard for friendship.

ignor it ere.9. This strategy of reindividuating options can also be employed to defuse the

4. Some thinkers claimed that the intrinsic value of goods like friendship is apparent problem of explaining people's choices in indirect cases. Given, the

incomparable with the 'use' value of money, and so the incomparability is ranking '1) avoiding direct exchanges 2) having friendship, and 3) having

not between two intrinsic goods but between an intrinsic and an ipstriiimei- money' it may seein a mystery as to why anyone would choose to take a

tal one. See e.g., Sunsteln 1997. But I believe that the best interpretation Of hisgo her samen good athecst m foney-perap fitnd is t ifoney higer payinog-job-

their agmnsis-one in which their claims are about the intrinsic value ofisntheamgods 
oy-rapitsmnyere-hou-ob

arretguments mne the puzzle disappears.

goods liefinsi nteoehn n ee10. 1 believe this is what Raz has in mind when he states that beliefs about the

5. The discussion of constitutive incomparability occurs on pp. 345-357, but (comparative) merits of certain goods are "self-verifying" (350).

all of chapter 1$ and some of chapter 12 provide relevant background. All 11. All further page references in this part are to this work.

subsequent page references in this section of the paper are to this work. For 12. Nominal-notable comparisons also hold among values that might all be con-

analternative interpretation of Ha'~s argument that sees constitultive incom- sidered 'higher' or, at any rate, not distinguished from one another in terms

aensrbltasavrino aIsntoofecuinrresnseWrr 
of status. So, for example, equality of access to good coffee is intrinsically

198.Snceailt a isel a oe vri nof lins' hs notion of exlsonc esonstu see Wnmarner worse than liberty of thought.

1998 Sice as imslf oesnoty lin ehsntonsI ofl costiumetivtheincompara 18. The account of 'higher' and 'lower' goods favored here is very close to an

bility with his notion Of exclusiony resnIwl sueta eacunt of 'incommensurable values' proposed in Griffin 1986, pp. 85-89.

there are two ideas here, not one. I am sympathetic, however, to Warner's ac

fou o h lte ntonwih aI believe, ultimnately prove to be the Griffin says that types of value are incommensurable when they are "discon-

focus onthlateretn onotoe hchmy. 
tinuous," that ig, when "enough of A outranks any amount of B," where A

6. 1 find Has's text especially murky on the question of how the putative belief and B are value types. If I understand Griffin correctly, the point of appeal-

in the incomparability Of two goods relates to the symbolic significance of ing to "enough of A" is to fix a token of A-type value than which no token

certain acts and attitudes constitutive of those goods. Because he insists of B-type is better. There is a slight difference between "better than any

that the belief in incomparability itself has symbolic significance, I take it token of B-type value," which is Griffin's criterion, and "better than any

,onigterfsland indignation at least -token of the B-type that is at least as good as the token B," which is ours.

that he, regards the belief as grudn th eua u rtro losta oetkn fBtype value might be incompara-

in part because it transfers its symbolic significance to the refusal and ble wucithrione anlowstheand so Am ightkensot be etrtaeeyBtkn

dignation. Note, however, that not all 
Thblcat n tttdsms ebe twociteri ooape ifthr wed assuAmegh that forbeany toknsAan d A'er B-ofa

grounded in beliefs that themselves have symbolic significance. The act of Tetociei olpei easm htfraytkn n 'o

burning a flag is grounded in a belief that, for example, the nation's Policy given type, there is an A+ that is at least as good as both.

on wr i depicblebuttha beiefneednotsymolie anthig. az ust14. The first version of this paper was written many years ago for a conference

therefore think that there is something special going on in the friendship i oo fJsp a tNfil olgOfradmn epe n

cas (nd llcaes naogus to it). perhaps he thinks that the belief that cluding Elizabeth Anderson, John Broome, Jim Griffin, Elijah Millgram, An-

frie (ndsi and money arinlompral hatymoi significance in the way drew Moore, Martha Nussbaum, Derek Parfit, Joseph Haz, Seana Shiffrin,
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Cass Sunstein, Charles Taylor, and Andrew Willianis, helped me with it. PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES, 11

Almost none of that version survives here, but this paper considers the same 3i Social, Political, and Legal Philosophy, 2001

general subject matter, and I amn grateful for the help I received earlier. For

useful comments on or discussion of aspects of the present version I thank

Kit Fine, Derek Parfit, fled Schick, and Richard Warner.
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